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Correction to: Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2014) 134, 1785. doi:10.1038/jid.2014.212
Following the publication of this article, it was noted that an incorrect page number appeared on the DOI line. Also, the author
names were not properly highlighted. This has been corrected in the online version.
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Tomoaki Ando, Kenji Matsumoto, Siavash Namiranian, Hirotaka Yamashita, Haley Glatthorn, Miho Kimura,
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Correction to: Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2013) 133, 2695–2705; doi:10.1038/jid.2013.250; published online
10 June 2013
In the publication by Ando et al., the following errors were noted:
1. In figure 5, panel ‘‘e’’ should be labeled as ‘‘f’’, while ‘‘f’’ should be labeled as ‘‘e.’’ The figure legend and text are consistent
with the figure after these alterations.
2. In the supplementary material, an incomplete link is given for the gene on Gene Expression Omnibus. The deposited dataset is
GSE53132, and the corresponding link is http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE53132.
The authors regret these errors.
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Correction to: Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2015) 135, 67–75; doi:10.1038/jid.2014.306; published online 21 August 2014
Following the online publication of this article, the authors noted that in the final paragraph of the second page and the first full
paragraph of the third page, the citations to the supplementary tables should refer to Table S4 instead of Table S3.
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